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What is a “Reliable Hedge?”
Stocks are at all-time high prices and all-time high multiples. More and more investors are taking note of this and looking into how to hedge their market exposure.
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Short the market? Either directly or through an ETF. Shorting stocks is risky and complicated. And inverse ETFs
have their own problems (don’t always behave as you would expect).
Buy protective puts? This can be a very effective way to hedge. But options are complex. Are you an experienced
options trader?
Re-allocate to less risky strategies? This makes sense but where do you go?
Hedge funds? All too often, these “hedge” funds have actually become leveraged vehicles with large, concentrated
bets. Feel good about shorting Game Stop before a 200% spike?
Bonds? Investment grade bonds are yielding next to nothing, and with inflation heating up, they are actually giving
you negative real yields.
High yield bonds? Don’t get us started. We are risk managers. When rates start rising meaningfully and the Fed
finally lets companies fail, there will be a blood bath in this area. Nearly 20% of US companies are “zombie companies” today (can barely pay their interest).
Covered calls? This is a great way to hedge your risk and increase your yield. Let’s discuss this further.

Top 5 reasons to choose covered calls
We have covered each of these topics in depth in previous white papers and commentaries. Please reach out if you
would like us to send you some of this content.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Allow you to hedge/risk manage a portfolio when stocks are expensive
Allow you to boost your yield, from 1% to the high single digits
Allow you to capitalize on market volatility (option prices rise when markets are volatile)
Allow you to navigate through an inflationary environment
Income and quality will matter more than ever over the coming decade

Not all covered call strategies are the same
When you look under the covers, most options strategies are trading strategies with a relatively high beta and high
turnover rate. Option income drives portfolio decisions, which in turn can lead to poor underlying quality. Others only
pay lip service to covered calls, using them optimistically but not consistently. You have to look at the standard deviation to see this! We are completely different, by design. Our first priority is building a portfolio of high-quality companies with sustainable business models and above average dividends. The portfolio is built through fundamental equity
research, and the options applied are tailor-designed for each individual underlying equity position. The objective is
consistent returns, not home runs, with roughly equal parts income & growth.
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Why not just buy a covered call ETF?
The CBOE’s covered call/buy-write index (BXM) is an interesting animal. It owns the entire S&P 500 and systematically
writes call options on the entire index, each month. There is no discretion, and the entire portfolio is treated as if it was
one security (the entire index is rolled at the same time). As a result, the net market exposure of the strategy can swing
wildly between 0% to 100% throughout the month. What exposure it has when a crash occurs is a matter of chance. This,
and the sudden spike in volatility, helps explain why the BXM actually lost more than the S&P during Q1 2020 (-22.2%
versus -19.6% for the S&P). Our strategy lost only 15.4% during this storm, by the way. The net exposure of the BXM is
shown below, from January 2020 to the present. But it looks very similar, regardless of the period selected.
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Is this different for Van Hulzen’s covered call strategy?
Yes! This is one of the key reasons to choose a manager like Van Hulzen. We own individual stocks (not the entire S&P
500) and write/manage call option positions on a stock-by-stock basis. We don’t roll options for the entire portfolio at
the same time like the BXM does. We also have a much longer option duration (4-5 months, on average, versus 30 days
for the BXM). We do this because our holdings are high quality, dividend paying companies and we want to collect the
dividends, plus longer-duration options generate higher income on day one, which provides more downside protection
in the event of a large pullback. All of this creates a very different risk profile and a much more stable market exposure.
See below, for our rolling market exposure over the same time period as the above BXM chart.

Which would you say in the “more reliable” hedge? An index (or ETF) where your market protection could range from 0
-100% at any given time? Or a tried and true, 20 year track record with long-term outperformance and a steady risk
profile and market exposure?
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The End Result: Superior Risk Management & Alpha

We have studied all of the major pull-backs since the inception of our strategy, nearly 20 years ago. There have been 5
sell-offs of more than 10%, some worse than others. They are detailed below, along with the maximum draw-down of
the S&P, BXM and our strategy over those periods. As you can see, we have significantly out-performed the BXM, both in
absolute terms and in risk-adjust terms. And while we have under-performed the S&P over the long term on an absolute
basis (only by 1% by the way), we have done so while providing 50% protection during these large downdrafts.
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Van Hulzen Covered Call Strategy
The Van Hulzen Covered Call strategy invests in US companies that we consider to have high shareholder yield (dividends
and share repurchases) and uses call options with the goal of reducing portfolio volatility and creating incremental
income. The goal is a portfolio that has equity exposure while seeking higher than average annual income (target of 6-8%
annual), although there is no guarantee that the strategy will achieve its objective, generate profits or avoid losses. Below
you will find the graph of the Van Hulzen Covered Call Strategy and the Covered Call Index BXM.

The foregoing content reflects the opinions of Van Hulzen Asset Management and is subject to change at any time without notice.
Content provided herein is for informational purposes only and should not be used or construed as investment advice or a
recommendation regarding the purchase or sale of any security. There is no guarantee that these statements, opinions or forecasts
provided herein will prove to be correct. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Indices are not available for direct
investment. Any investor who attempts to mimic the performance of an index would incur fees and expenses which would reduce
returns. All investing involves risk including the potential for loss of principal. There is no guarantee that any strategy will be
successful. The CBOE S&P 500 BuyWrite Index (BXM) is a benchmark index designed to track the performance of a hypothetical buywrite strategy on the S&P 500 Index. The BXM is a passive total return index based on (1) buying an S&P 500 stock index portfolio, and
(2) "writing" (or selling) the near-term S&P 500 Index (SPXSM) "covered" call option, generally on the third Friday of each month. The
S&P 500 Index consists of 500 stocks chosen for market size, liquidity, and industry group representation. It is a market-value
weighted index (stock price times number of shares outstanding), with each stock's weight in the Index proportionate to its market
value. It is widely used as a benchmark of U.S. equity performance. It is not possible to invest directly in an index: FPAC- 0229-21
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